


MISSION AND VISION

Catch A Break was first conceived of by Jeanette Volturno. As Head of Production at Blumhouse, Jeanette is 
constantly getting requests from people who want to buy her a cup of coffee and pick her brain. Jeanette jokes that 
if she said yes to all of the requests, as she’d like to, she’d be way over caffeinated and out of time in the day. She 
thought there has to be a better way to help people starting out or transitioning in Hollywood  

….and thus Catch A Break was born. 

Catch A Break is the insider’s guide to breaking into and navigating Hollywood. 

The show aims to fill the gaps in knowledge that come only with years of experience from navigating within the 
system. For each episode, we provide a panel of experienced industry experts to share candid and information-filled 
conversations about their work in the industry, supplemented by bonus material offered on our website. 

Episodes vary in length, from 20-60 minutes, and number of guests, 3-6, based on the subject matter. We strive to 
offer different perspectives on each topic with an eye towards diversity.

a little about the podcast



EPISODES

Getting In: First Jobs and Internships 
This is the episode where we take a deep dive into getting that first job. Where do you even start? What's the deal 
with internships? How do I get my foot in the door? We are going to try and answer all of these questions and get 
you started on your path. Featured guests: Michael Figari – Manager, Producers Program, UCLA; Eve Honthaner – 
Deputy Director, California Film Commission; Parker Lamal-Brown – Intern, eOne; Assistant, Topple; Laurie Luh – 
Human Resources Consultant; Andrea McCall – Head of Story, DreamWorks SKG 

What are all these forms, and who are all these people? 
This is the episode where we take a look at the Call Sheet and go over all the positions you will find on set. We also 
touch on other forms you might encounter and provide some samples that you can download from our website to 
follow along. Featured guests: Denise Anderson Poore – Second Assistant Director, “Legion;” Lasta Drachkovitch – 
Executive Producer, “Lockup;” James Moran – First Assistant Director, HALLOWEEN 

You’re Hired! Now what? 
This is the episode where we talk about what to do once you have been hired. Now, some of this may sound very 
basic, but if we're talking about it, it's because we've seen it. And we want to make sure you make the best 
impression possible and that you don't get derailed by doing something easily avoided.

season one includes…



EPISODES

Networking 
Networking! This is the episode where we take a deep dive into networking. What does it mean, really? How do you 
do it? What's the point, anyway? This industry is based on relationships, and we want you to have all the tools you 
need to make meaningful relationships that will help you in your career. Featured guests: Stephanie Hall Marin – 
Producer, FALLEN STARS; Alison Haskovec – Executive, Netflix; Rachel Walens – Executive, Radiant Productions 

Freelancing and Finances 
If your dream is to work on set, in production, you are probably going to be working as a freelancer. In this episode, 
we are going to talk about what that means, and then walk you through some tips on how to set up your life to work 
as a freelancer in a way that will set you up for success.  There are a lot of factors - some of them lifestyle, many of 
them financial, and we want you to have the tools to start making a plan for yourself to have a sustainable and 
fulfilling freelance life. Featured guests: Ari Gold – The Money Stylist; Becky Harshberger - VP of Payroll Tax, 
Entertainment Partners 

Call My People! 
This is the episode on representation where we're going to talk about agents and managers. What are they? What is 
the difference? Do you need one? And which one? And how does it all work? We're going to walk you through this 
from several different perspectives and sort it all out. We will talk to producers who hire via agents and managers, 
and we’ll speak to a manager and an agent. Featured guests: Matt Birch – Co-Head of Physical Production, Agency 
for the Performing Arts; Kailey Marsh – Founder of the Bloodlist and Manager, Brillstein Entertainment Partners 

season one includes…



TEAM
Julie Harris Walker, Host 
Julie got her start as an actor, but quickly transitioned into Production Finance.  She worked in that capacity for 
Disney, HBO, The Weinstein Company, and finally as a Vice President of Marketing and Sales for Entertainment 
Partners. In 2016, Julie launched her first podcast The Other 50% - a Herstory of Hollywood, and in 2018 launched 
The Kiss My Age Show.  

Marcei Brown 
Marcei Brown was born and raised in Los Angeles and grew up in the movie industry. She started her career as a 
Production Assistant and worked her way up to Assistant Director, UPM and Line Producer.   Her most recent 
projects include BlacKkKlansman and the Acadamy Award winning film, Get Out. Marcei is also a partner in Vet Your 
Crew, a new app for the entertainment industry. 

Shirley Davis 
Shirley Davis is a highly seasoned film and television production executive, lecturer and speaker. She is currently 
working with Imagine Television as they rollout their production arm. Prior to this, Shirley was the Executive Vice 
President and Head of Physical Production at Alcon Entertainment, where she oversaw projects such as Blade 
Runner, Point Break Prisoners and Dolphin Tale 1 and 2. Shirley was Co-Executive Producer for several digital projects 
for Mark Burnett Productions, MTV Networks, AOL, and Yahoo, where she had an inside view of tech first meeting 
entertainment. In Fall 2017, Shirley served as Guest Professor at the Graduate Producers Program at the UCLA School 
of Theatre, Film, and Television. Shirley Davis is a member of the Producers Guild of America, the Directors Guild of 
America and a Board Member of Outfest.

get to know us



TEAM
Jessica Malanaphy 
Jessica Malanaphy is an independent producer and co-founder of CatchLight Films. Prior to that, she served as Vice 
President at Blumhouse Productions, where she helped pioneer a new model of studio filmmaking—producing high-
quality, micro-budget films for wide release. At Blumhouse, Jessica oversaw films such as. The Purge, Ouija, and the 
Insidious franchise. Following her time at Blumhouse, Jessica joined Illumination Entertainment as Vice President of 
Creative, working on such animated franchises as Despicable Me, Minions and The Secret Life of Pets. 

Rick Osako 
Rick Osako has been involved with some of the most successful franchises of the past 10 years, including Paranormal 
Activity, Insidious, Ouija, and, most recently, Halloween. With his strong background in theatre, Rick saw independent 
feature film production as an avenue to have more direct involvement in projects and since then has served in the 
roles of Unit Production Manager, Associate Producer, and Line Producer on films such as Amy’s Orgasm, Break a 
Leg, Heart of The Beholder, and Rings. He got his start in the industry on the production of Speed, and has worked 
on other blockbuster hits such as Twister, Saving Private Ryan, and The Perfect Storm.  

Jeanette Volturno 
As the Head of Production at Blumhouse, Jeanette has worked on over 60 feature films including the Academy 
Award-winning pictures Whiplash and Get Out. Prior to this role Jeanette worked as a Line Producer on the hugely 
successful Paranormal Activity and Insidious franchises, which laid the foundation for Blumhouse’s success. Jeanette 
also served as an Executive Producer on the romantic comedies IN THE WEEDS and AMY’S ORGASM. Before 
founding CatchLight, Jeanette was recruited to create Tony and Ridley Scott’s company Mill Film in London. 

get to know us



GUESTS
season one includes guests from…



OUR LISTENERS

Whether film or television or new media – it’s all production, and it’s all entertainment. This show is geared towards 
those beginning their career as well as those looking to make a change, shift their focus or explore a new area.  

We’ll be targeting film students and recent graduates who want a first glimpse of what it’s really like to work in this 
industry as well as established industry veterans who want to know more about how their peers and colleagues’ 
work.

who this podcast is for



LOOKING AHEAD
topics for season two

How do you move a 
project forward?

How to Sell - Development and Pitching

Marketing - getting started early
Unions: How to work with them & how to join them.

Dealing with Insurance & the Bond Company

Packaging  
& Casting

Indie Financing Primer

Work/Life Balance  
&  

Parenting in Production

Casting 
the Crew

Festivals & 
Distribution

Jobs on the Set 

State & Local Tax Incentives



GET IN TOUCH

Media contact: 
Jeanette Volturno 
jay@catchlightfilms.com 

www.catchabreakpodcast.com

we look forward to hearing from you


